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Abstract Managing the organizational and software complexity of a comprehensive digital library presents a significant challenge. Different library collections each have their own distinctive features. Different presentation languages have structural implications such as left-to-right writing order and text-only interfaces for the visually impaired. Different media involve different file formats, and—more importantly—radically different search strategies are required for non-textual media. In a distributed library, new collections can appear asynchronously on servers in different parts of the world. And as searching interfaces mature from the command-line era exemplified by current Web search engines into the age of reactive visual interfaces, experimental new interfaces must be developed, supported, and tested. This paper describes our experience, gained from operating a substantial digital library service over several years, in solving these problems by designing an appropriate software architecture.
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As the capabilities of distributed digital libraries increase, managing organizational and software complexity becomes a key issue. How can collections and indexes be updated without impacting queries currently in progress? When users are offered a choice of different (natural) languages to communicate with the system, how can the software cope with all the various versions of the text that is displayed? With multimedia collections, how can the different kinds of search engines that are required to search various media types be accommodated within a uniform, extensible software framework? How can several experimental user interface clients for the same collections co-exist? How do these clients learn about new collections that are created in different physical locations?

The New Zealand Digital Library [1] currently offers about twenty separate collections of information (some are private but most are public); has interfaces in five different natural languages (English, French, German, Arabic, and Maori), offers the option of "text-only" Web pages as an alternative to the normal "text-and-image" presentation. In the library's present state this escalates to two hundred different combinations—twenty collections, five languages, two presentation versions—and the number continues to grow, multiplicatively. Moreover, two widely different search engines are incorporated, for different media types.

Managing and extending the library presents severe logistic challenges because of the wide variety of different facilities offered by the various collections. Although they share a family resemblance, each collection in the library is quite distinctive and involves different browsing and index structures. Individual collections can be served by computers in different locations, even different countries. Text and menu items must be stored separately in each language, and text-only interfaces—designed principally for the visually impaired—require their own Web page structure. Finally, most collections contain graphics and/or audio in addition to text. Handling different output media is reasonably straightforward. Input queries, however, are a different matter, and we have a musical collection that is truly multi-media in that a different kind of retrieval engine is used to access tunes based on sound sequences.

This paper describes the software structure that we have developed to cope with the complexity sketched above. We begin by illustrating the scope and variety of collections and interfaces offered in the digital library. We then discuss the notion of a "collection" and describe how we handle the addition of new collections, in different locations, dynamically, without requiring any centralized list. Next we turn to the multiple language aspect and explain how a novel flexible macro language, where macros can be accessed associatively, is used to manage interfaces to dozens of collections, each with its own distinct characteristics, and each presented in many languages. Then we look at the radically different search engines that are incorporated, and describe how the architecture we have developed is flexible enough to accommodate these within a uniform structure and communication protocol. Finally, we show how the same structure facilitates the development of experimental user interfaces. The fundamental goal that underlies this work is to minimize the
maintenance effort that must be spent to keep the system operational and continue to expand its offerings.

**THE NEW ZEALAND DIGITAL LIBRARY**

Operational for several years now, the New Zealand Digital Library presents an evolving amalgam of diverse types of information. The basic access tool is full-text searching, although some collections allow traditional catalog searching based on author, title, and keywords, and full-text search within abstracts. Our experience is that while the user interface is considerably enhanced when traditional library cataloging information is available, it is prohibitively expensive to create formal cataloging information for many electronically-gathered collections. With appropriate indexes, full-text retrieval can be used to approximate the services provided by a formal catalog.

The core of any library is the collections it contains, and several examples will indicate the variety and scope of the services that are provided. Figure 1 shows part of a collection of *humanitarian development* information put together by the Global Help Project. At this point a particular book has been reached, by either browsing or full-text searching. At the top is a hierarchical browser, with a picture of the book’s cover; the lower part gives the text of one subsection. Half of the collection, including this particular document, is in the French language; most of the rest is in English, with smaller amounts in Kisuaheili (an African language) and one book in Portuguese.

Our collection of *computer science technical reports* contains 46,000 reports—1.3 million pages, half a billion words—extracted automatically from 34 Gb of raw PostScript. There is no metadata information: we have only the contents of the reports (and the names of the FTP sites from which they were gathered). Many different languages are represented. Using the German-language interface option, Figure 2 shows the page received in response to a query for the word *Boolesche*; this returns several German documents. Accents are supported by our system and are included in searches when specified: the incorrect display of umlauted characters in Figure 2 is due to deficiencies in the PostScript extraction process.

While this provides a useful facility for German-speaking users, the retrieval facilities have not yet been engineered into a truly multilingual system. Further requirements include language-specific stemming, and restriction of queries to documents of one language—so that, for example, an English-speaking numatist seeking information on a particular *coin* does not receive documents matching the French word for “corner”. This in turn involves identifying the language in which each document (or paragraph, for multilingual documents) is written. Translingual information retrieval, where a user’s single-language query retrieves related documents in different languages, is another matter altogether, and is not addressed by our system.

One collection that is expressly bilingual contains forty *historic New Zealand newspaper* titles, published between 1842 and 1933 in the Maori language or for a Maori audience, sometimes in parallel Maori and English versions. Collected on microfiche, these 12 000 images represent a significant resource for historians, linguists and social scientists, but their riches remain largely untapped because of the inherent difficulty of accessing, searching and browsing material in unindexed microfiche form. We are presently preparing the images for incorporation into the
digital library. Figure 3 shows the parallel English–Maori text retrieved from the newspaper *Te Waka Maori* of August 1878 in response to the query *Rotorua*, a small town in New Zealand. Searching is carried out on electronic text produced using OCR; once the target is identified the corresponding page image can be displayed.

The interface can be presented in English, French, German, and Maori. Moreover, interfaces in each of these languages are available for text-only Web browsers. In order to further test the multilingual capability we have recently built a small *Arabic demonstration* collection, illustrated in Figure 4. A standard Web browser plugin is used for character display and input (which, for the Arabic language, is in right-to-left order). We have modified the text storage and search mechanisms to accommodate the non-ASCII Arabic alphabet and, while we do not yet use the Unicode character representation, that is an obvious next step.

A project on local oral history demonstrates multimedia capabilities. The source material is audio tapes of interviews, summary transcripts of each, and photographs that illustrate episodes mentioned in the tapes. Timing information that links the transcripts to the tapes is extracted manually, and a textual description of each photograph is included. Full-text retrieval operates on each of these sources, separately or together, to retrieve extracts and pictures that match a given query. From there the appropriate segment of tape can be played, and related pictures viewed. Figure 5 shows some results from a query about *VE day*; the small gray panel controls audio playback of a sound bite or relevant section from a participant's interview.

A technically more significant multimedia capability is demonstrated by a retrieval engine for music. Based on a novel scheme for searching musical melodies, this matches sung (or hummed) input to a database of tunes. Figure 6 shows the response when a user sang the first eight notes of *Auld Lang Syne* as a query. The transcribed input appears at the top left; titles of similar items, ranked according to matching score, appear below. Any of the tunes may be selected for audio replay or visual display; one appears in the front window. At present, just one collection is based on this retrieval system, a database of nearly ten thousand international folk tunes (half a million notes) from various countries: North American, Irish, British, German, and Chinese. Tunes from each country can be searched separately. This collection demonstrates the need to encompass radically different search regimes within a single unifying architecture.

**ORGANIZING COLLECTIONS**

The fundamental object in our design is a *collection*, a set of information that belongs together and is offered as a service to users [2]. Existing collections vary from small demonstrations holding just a few documents (like the Arabic one) up to repositories containing 3.5 Gb of text (computer science technical reports) and ten million documents (a library catalog collection). They vary from text-only information to multimedia collections with pictures, sound, and notated music; from collections where the only metadata is the source URL and creation date to ones with full bibliographic records; from collections containing bibliographic surrogates to ones containing documents in their entirety.

All collections are composed of *documents*. Documents come in a variety of formats: we presently accommodate plain ASCII, PostScript, PDF, HTML, SGML, and Microsoft
WORD for textual documents; REFER, BIBTEX, and USMARC for bibliographic information; several different image standards, and various internal formats for musical information. Collections invariably undergo some building process to make them suitable for display, browsing, search and retrieval. This often involves converting the documents to a different format, and identifying subparts that require their own indexes. Amongst the current collections are indexes for complete documents, individual pages, paragraphs, articles, abstracts, authors, titles, subjects, publication details, references, and motions in meetings. The building process also involves preparing some statistics about the collection which are incorporated into a descriptive paragraph.

When collections are rebuilt, active users continue unaffected. The building process takes place in a separate file directory and, when complete, the directory is moved, in a single atomic operation, into the live file area. Of course, the query engine does not read index information afresh for each query: that would be too slow. Its file handles to the index information become stale when the new collection supersedes the old, causing it to terminate on the next read operation—whereupon the query process is restarted automatically. Current users are unaware of what has happened, except perhaps for a brief delay while the query process re-initializes: the next query they issue is run on the new version (and may return different results from the same query issued previously). The worst that can happen is that references on a query results page being displayed to the user become changed when the update occurs, resulting in the wrong document being returned. Although we could arrange to warn users of this, it has not been found necessary in practice; instead we plan to use persistent document identifiers to overcome the problem.

Normally, several collections run on the same server machine. However, if desired different collections can operate on different computers—all that is necessary is a copy of the collection server software running on each one. Collections are active objects; they receive and process messages such as search requests and document display requests. In order to avoid any centralized list of collections (and thereby reduce maintenance), each collection can be instructed to look for others in the same directory. Adding a new collection merely involves inserting it into a directory that holds an already-known collection; by convention, only one directory is used on any given machine.

When a user interface client process starts up (and at periodic intervals thereafter) it sends messages to a small list of collections that are coded into it, requesting information on other collections on the same machine. The information that is returned about each collection includes its identifier, the host machine it runs on, and the port it uses for communication. When a collection is added, its existence will (eventually) be noticed by every interface client, providing it is aware of another collection on the same machine. The automatic nature of the notification process greatly simplifies the administration involved in collection creation.

Although the system is distributed in that collections can run on different computers, searching is not distributed—each collection is served by just one machine. Cross-collection searching is not at present enabled. While fairly simple for collections on a single server, cross-collection searching across different servers would involve a distributed search process—which is addressed by some information retrieval systems.
Our goal is not to further the state of the art in information retrieval *per se*, but to provide a flexible structure into which the latest advances can be slotted.

**ACCOMMODATING DIFFERENT LANGUAGES**

The digital library presents itself to the user in various languages, and new ones can be included merely by supplying translations of all phrases used in the interface, along with those used as menu items. The code that produces Web pages is divorced from the text strings that appear in them. Moreover, text-only versions of the interface are provided in each language. The principal reason for these is to provide a more accessible web page layout for blind and partially sighted users, and for this we follow standard guidelines [4].

Building a Web interface that is flexible enough for this purpose is not as simple as it first appears. The text that appears on a page, and most images, are language-dependent. It is convenient to use a default language (English) whenever an item occurs that has not yet been translated. Appropriate variations must be made in text positioning and justification for languages, such as Arabic, that stretch across the page from right to left. Text-only pages often have quite a different structure from the corresponding text-and-graphics pages. The notion of a default is useful when defining standard page headers and footers that are overridden by some of the collections. Finally, it is convenient to be able to reference directory names and URLs symbolically, increasing the ease with which the system can be configured to different environments.

As Figures 1–6 illustrate, the desire for a consistent “house style” leads to a layout in which headers and footers are the same, with collection- and page-specific variations. Although each collection is different and has its own indexes, menus, buttons, descriptive text, and icons, all collections have query-specification pages, query-response pages, and retrieved-information pages. For an easily-maintained, easily-augmented interface, it is vital to abstract out this commonality and represent it in just one place.

To provide an appropriate level of abstraction, we design Web pages using a model that comprises three parts: structure, content, and reusable items. The *structure* provides a framework that can incorporate different versions of the content—for example, a page might contain some sort of heading, a main information-bearing part, and a footer with navigation aids. The heading in turn might have its own structure with a masthead and navigation aids at the top and an advertisement underneath. The *content* includes the principal information-bearing elements of the page—text, graphics, sound clips, and movies—abstracted away from the page structure into separate resources. Many content items are language-specific, and all resources pertaining to a particular language are collected together for ease of maintenance. *Reusable items* include pathnames of certain directories and frequently-used icons. Isolating these items renders Web pages more portable.

These requirements are met using a specially-designed flexible macro language. Macro languages are often used to assist with the maintenance of large collections of Web pages [5]. However, while traditional languages such as *m4* [6] do permit text strings to be named, the only support that they provide for dealing with a plethora of
different versions of a page is the conditional inclusion of text. This quickly becomes cumbersome as the number of options increases.

The basic innovation in the macro language is that it allows many variants of the same macro, each with different parameters. Macro resolution is done at expansion time by choosing the variant that best suits the environment represented by the page being generated. For example, a particular macro may have image and text variants (the latter for text-only pages); the same name will be specified in the page description and the appropriate variant sought when the page is composed. The macro language allows any set of parameters with any range of enumerated values to be specified. Most macros used in our page specification involve a combination of three parameters: collection name, whether the page is text-only or text-and-graphics, and language. If a macro that matches all three is found in the database, it is used. Otherwise, the closest match is used, where the three parameters have assigned priorities. For example, if a text-only version of a particular macro is sought in German, but the database contains just two relevant macros, a text-only version in English and a text-and-graphics version in German, then the latter is preferred.

Incorporating the notion of macro variants into the language allows essential maintenance operations to be supported. For example, we have an automatic scheme for keeping translations up to date, in which certain people are designated maintainers for particular languages. Macros that require multilingual variants are flagged. Each week an automatic process scans all macros to find those that are missing translations, or need their translations updated, and mails the appropriate maintainer with the text that needs attention.

**DIFFERENT SEARCH MECHANISMS**

Although some of the “multimedia” collections are searchable through textual descriptions of the media objects that are stored, in the more general situation different search mechanisms are required for different media types. Presently, two search and retrieval methods are included, one for text and the other for music, and a uniform architecture has been developed to accommodate them, and the vastly different document types that they involve. This structure is flexible and will be able to incorporate other retrieval mechanisms in the future—for example, an image collection accessed by content-based queries (e.g. [7]).

Text retrieval is accomplished using MG [8], a freely-available full-text retrieval system that makes efficient use of disk resources by storing the index, and the text that is indexed, in compressed form. Typically text compresses to 25% of its original size, and the compressed index occupies around 7% of the size of the original text. This leads to a total storage requirement for the indexed collection of approximately one-third of the size of the original text alone.

Music retrieval is accomplished using MR [9], a novel scheme for searching musical melodies: it matches sung (or hummed) input to a database of tunes. Options are provided to restrict attention to subsets of the database, to choose one of two matching algorithms, to match anywhere within a tune or beginnings only, to match using musical intervals or up-down-same contour, to ignore or take account of note durations, to transcribe using fixed tuning or try to adapt to overall drift in the user’s intonation, to specify minimum rest and note lengths, and to specify the speed of the
music. The reason for many of the options is that users differ in their musical ability and in the accuracy with which they remember tunes, and it is necessary to provide flexibility to cater for this variation.

Each collection uses a particular search engine (or engines, in the case of songs that are searchable by words or music). The process of building a collection, referred to earlier, is heavily dependent on the mechanisms used to search it, because much of building involves creating indexing structures that will be used later for searching. Consequently, for each collection a builder process and corresponding collection server process are defined. The former dictates how it should be built; the latter gives access to all document retrieval and searching functions.

To incorporate different index styles, often with widely differing needs, builders and servers use a flexible, object-oriented program structure. Object classes with all the basic features needed for building, document retrieval, and searching are defined, but the functionality they provide is selectively overridden by defining subclasses for particular search and retrieval systems, and these are finally overridden by collection-specific subclasses that accomplish any tasks peculiar to a collection.

**EXPERIMENTAL USER INTERFACES**

Internet search engines and library on-line public access catalogs commonly provide textual query languages such as that defined by Z39.58 [10], yet the problems such interfaces present for casual users have long been recognized. We are still in the “command-line” days of information retrieval and have not yet progressed to truly reactive interfaces. To rectify this, we are developing several experimental highly interactive, graphical, direct-manipulation interfaces to the Library, using various implementation platforms. Figure 7 shows two examples: a Java applet that provides a graphical language for Boolean querying, and updates itself immediately as the query is modified, and a Tcl/Tk application for visualizing clusters of documents resulting from a sequence of queries. A communication protocol [2] defines how user interface software communicates with collections through network connections established with collection servers. These interfaces have been developed without modifying the collection server software, and without close code integration of user interface and server.

Collection servers recognize three types of message: requests for general information such as details of available collections, requests for document information such as summaries or the full text of documents, and requests for documents matching specified search criteria. User interface clients do not necessarily operate on any collection’s host machine, and our Java implementations are platform independent. We have developed an application programmer’s interface to a software library that contains routines to form and send requests to collections and manage the resulting responses. This makes it easy to integrate new interfaces, without any impact on collection servers. Both the standard Web interface and our experimental interfaces exploit the protocol, and different interfaces can co-exist without any difficulty.

Dynamic query interfaces, where displayed document result sets change immediately whenever query parameters change, form the focus of our user interface research. Here, operations must be executed quickly on locally cached document information. Figure 8 shows the dynamic querying architecture that we have implemented. The
protocol allows close control over when information is downloaded from the collection server into the cache, and how much is transferred. For example, in bibliographic collections items such as author, title, and keywords can be retrieved individually for single documents. Only the information that is desired is retrieved over the network. This improves response time, minimizes the size of the local data store, and allows information to be displayed incrementally as it arrives. Users can continue interacting while information is still coming in.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described our approach to the management of organizational and software complexity in a large, fully-operational, widely-used digital library system. Our fundamental goal is to minimize the effort that is required to keep the system operational and continue to expand its offerings. New collections can be built, easily, with their own distinctive features and indexes. They can be added at any time, on any existing server, while the system is running. New languages can be accommodated by translating the phrases and images used in the interface and incorporating these into the collection server software. Multiple media are easily incorporated, and are present in many collections. Search engines for non-standard media, and indeed non-standard search engines for text, can be slotted into the system with minimal extra effort. New highly-interactive interfaces can be implemented on the client side, using a variety of support technologies, and brought on-line while the library system is operating. The structure we have developed makes it easy to keep a digital library working and growing.
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6.2.1 Des banques de céréales fonctionnent sur la base de crédit en nature

Alors que les banques de céréales évoquées en général des entrepôts d'une certaine taille, les "agences de prêts", créées au Mali représentent un volume stocké de quelques 5 t par village. Les premières banques de céréales y ont été créées à partir d'une tonne de 25 t de sorgho et céréales de l'office alimentaire. Cette distance a été portée entre quatre villages. L'objectif était ici de multiplier ce stock initial et de construire en parallèle le des banques de céréales dans d'autres villages. On trouve aujourd'hui 67 banques de céréales, où sont stockées au total 134 t de sorgho et de petits mil.

À la différence des banques de céréales budgétées annuellement par ces, celle du Mali ne sont pas implantées dans des régions déficitaires, mais dans des régions dites d'« equilibrium » c'est-à-dire dans des zones où les baux et les moyennes récoltes annuelles sont à peu près équilibres.

Le système est assez simple et fonctionne selon le principe suivant : les céréales sont stockées dans des granges collectives de construction traditionnelle. Le stock initial provient d'un peu en nature accordé par l'organisation non gouvernementale promouvant le projet et/ou du produit de champs collectifs. Ce stock est ensuite prêt au cours de la récolte à être mis à la disposition des villageois ayant fait un travail de collection. Les bénéficiaires remboursent en nature, après la récolte suivante, avec des intérêts de 20 à 30 %.

Un pour cent de la quantité stockée est retirée annuellement à l'organisation non gouvernementale et sort de base à la mise en place de banques de céréales dans d'autres villages. Le fait que les quantités stockées accordées par personne sont fixes à l'avance évite que personne ne soit trop à l'avance.
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